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ABSTRACT

For a health care organization that has adopted Lean methodologies, a Lean Management System provides the means to sustain the
Lean transformation. The Lean Daily Management System (LDMS) is an element within the comprehensive Lean Management
System; it addresses the management of daily operations and centers around continuous improvement at the process level. This
paper proposes a framework for organizations about to start their deployment of LDMS; it focuses on how to introduce LDMS
and how to manage its dissemination. After a literature review, a deployment model that addresses these key points is produced.
In developing the model, the question of whether to concentrate on deploying a comprehensive LDMS in one area at a time or to
introduce a simplified version of LDMS to the entire organization at once is examined. Who is expected to play the greater role in
deploying LDMS in any area is also studied; whether it is executives, middle managers, or front line staff. In order to test the
validity and applicability of the deployment model, field research was conducted in three Canadian hospitals that have already
begun their deployment of a management system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lean methodologies provide the means to creating a culture
of continuous improvement, and this culture offers to pave
the path to operational excellence.[1, 2] In building a sus-
tainable culture of continuous improvement, it is imperative
that the Lean culture encompasses every aspect of organiza-
tional governance from periodic policy review, to the man-
agement of daily operations, to each individual’s thinking
and decision-making predisposition.[3] However, managing
the organization’s transition into such a culture is largely
missing from the literature.

David Mann discusses the need for a Lean Management Sys-

tem to guide the Lean culture transformation and ensure its
sustainability.[4] But just as there are many facets to a Lean
organizational culture, there are many elements of a Lean
Management System. The Lean Daily Management System
(LDMS) is one element of the Lean Management System;
how individuals closest to the process at hand identify and
solve problems every day is at its core. The objective of
LDMS is to support daily operations at the front line. There-
fore, certain aspects of Lean Management Systems, such
as policy reviews, are not included in it. LDMS typically
entails stand-up meetings, visual boards, and leader standard
work.[4] Gemba, coaching, aligned performance metrics, ef-
fective problem solving, and an escalation chain are typically
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incorporated as well.[5, 6] This paper addresses this daily
aspect of the Lean Management System, as highlighted by
Mann,[4] and seeks to develop a framework for health care
organizations that are considering or have already started
their Lean journey but have not yet deployed LDMS.

2. LDMS DEPLOYMENT LITERATURE
REVIEW

Even though there is no extensive research on LDMS deploy-
ment, there is literature on related management approaches,
such as Total Quality Management (TQM). Most of the re-
search concludes that such an implementation of a manage-
ment approach is organization-specific.[7] As a general rule,
most implementation plans tend to be broken down into
phases in order to manage the extensiveness and complexity
of such an undertaking. The first recommended phase is
to establish “proof of concept”, which is examined in the
following section. The subsequent sections address the break-
ing down of the deployment effort; the spread of LDMS in
breadth and depth throughout an organization, and the force
of change within each department.

2.1 Proof of concept
It is recommended that the organization initiate its deploy-
ment effort in a controlled area in order to test strategies,
learn what works, and showcase outcomes to the organiza-
tion.[8] Showcasing a successful deployment can also be
thought of as making the case for LDMS in an attempt to
convince the organization as a whole to adopt it. This is
often referred to as “proof of concept”; it combats resistance
within organizational members. A model cell, one way to
deploy LDMS in a controlled area, provides this proof of
concept. The proposed model cell may also be described as
a “living model” as it is dynamic and evolving. It allows the
organization to not only witness the outcomes of the intro-
duction of LDMS to the controlled area, but to also follow its
evolution as Lean becomes further ingrained in the mindset
of area members. Toussaint describes the model cell as both
a “center where people can experiment with ideas” as well
as a “demonstration exhibit”.[9]

Similar to the model cell, a pilot area is another alternative
to start the LDMS deployment; it also enables the testing of
strategies and demonstration of proof of concept.[8, 10] The
distinction between them is that the model cell involves an on-
going process of testing and showcasing outcomes, whereas
the pilot area emphasizes the testing of deployment strate-
gies. Unlike the model cell, the pilot area is not maintained
and continuously examined, but is rather just the first of a
series of implementations. The implication of choosing a
pilot area rather than model cell is that it is not an ongoing

development method, which may not lend itself well to the
inherit evolutionary nature of developing an organizational
mindset.[11]

2.2 Breadth vs. depth
Deployments can be categorized into company-wide deploy-
ments (mile-wide inch-deep), focused deployments (inch-
wide mile-deep), and partial deployments that target partic-
ular issues throughout the organization.[8] Company-wide
deployments are often referred to as mile-wide inch-deep
because it targets a certain hierarchical level within the entire
organization, such as all executive management. According
to that categorization, the mile-wide inch-deep approach pri-
oritizes the breadth of LDMS deployment, rather than its
depth. It entails deploying a simplified version of LDMS,
or some aspect of it, throughout the entire organization si-
multaneously. An example of this approach would be to
only introduce stand-up meetings throughout the organiza-
tion. Theoretically, introducing one LDMS element at a time
would enable organizational learning through this shared ex-
perience and slowly build a Lean mindset. However, LDMS
is a comprehensive system with elements that feed off of one
another. Conducting effective stand-up meetings is contin-
gent upon having a well-developed visual board that displays
proper performance indicators and initiatives that aim to im-
prove performance.[4] Not having the needed inter-element
connections makes conducting such meetings more difficult,
unsustainable, somewhat aimless, and could cause undue
burden on organizational members.

At the opposite end of the breadth vs. depth spectrum, the
inch-wide mile-deep approach entails the creation of a com-
prehensive LDMS on a smaller scale, within a single de-
partment, for example. It should be noted that the model
cell is essentially an inch-wide mile-deep application in a
controlled area. The same method of deploying LDMS in
the model cell can be used to roll out the deployment to the
rest of the organization. By granting the ability to experience
LDMS first hand on a smaller scale, the inch-wide mile-deep
approach minimizes the threat and cost of failure. It also
provides further proof of concept by creating more deploy-
ment areas and success stories to use as showcases. This
reduces resistance and allows for LDMS’ smooth adoption
in subsequent departments.[9, 12]

2.3 Path of influence
In addition to determining the focus of the deployment, the
direction of deployment in whichever approach is chosen
(mile-wide inch-deep or inch-wide mile-deep) must be exam-
ined as well. This refers to where deployment is to start in the
organizational hierarchical structure, within the organization
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as a whole or just the department where the deployment is
initiated, as well as the trajectory of transformation as LDMS
is spread.

Certainly, in most readers’ minds, the assumed path is a
“top-down” direction from executives to front line workers.
After all, executive managers create the policy to adopt a new
management system. Leadership, in general, exerts great
influence on the organization’s culture.[1] Developing key
competencies in leaders thus becomes pivotal, and leadership
behaviors that sponsor a Lean environment must be demon-
strated consistently for any chance of success.[4] In such
an approach, upper management is expected to exert their
influence on middle managers; middle managers, in turn,
exert their influence on the front line staff. This approach
is expected to yield high executive commitment since upper
and middle management become involved in the deployment
of LDMS. In turn, changes at the front line can only occur
once executives successfully understand the Lean mindset,
and are able to successfully convey it to middle managers.

On the flipside, without the collaboration of the front line
staff, LDMS cannot create the management structure at the
process level, which makes it an imposing layer of man-
agement rather than a comprehensive management system.
Therefore, a bottom-up approach is sometimes suggested
because of its inclusiveness and employee empowerment.
This approach calls for managers to provide the front line
staff members with enough leeway that allows the front line
to develop a new mindset. So management involvement is
still needed in this case, however, it is a passive involvement.
A successful LDMS deployment in this approach is contin-
gent on the front line taking the initiative and fostering the
discipline needed to develop LDMS from the ground up. By
developing a new mindset at the front line, this approach an-
ticipates the staff members to influence how middle managers
interact with them. For example, having front line employees
develop their own visual boards and stand-up meetings em-
powers them to assume ownership of the process and work
effectively towards reaching their performance objectives.
As they start to show results, they can influence middle man-
agers who, in turn, are able to influence upper management
by demonstrating how LDMS enabled the improvement of
organizational performance metrics.

In both deployment directions (top-down and bottom-up), the
influence of middle managers is somewhat undermined. Yet,
research indicates that middle managers are well positioned
to affect process change through their ongoing interactions
with front line staff. Meanwhile, their direct reporting to ex-
ecutive management allows them to convey updates upwards
and strategy downwards.[13, 14] This makes middle managers

ideal candidates to spearhead the deployment of LDMS in a
third alternative direction; the middle-out.[15] Middle man-
agers’ influence on the front line staff enables them to guide
the transition into a Lean mindset of continuous improve-
ment at the process level. Their continuous interaction with
leadership allows them to synthesize information and guide
leadership towards change that is sustained at the front line.
The middle-out approach is therefore bi-directional since the
middle managers are able to simultaneously influence both
executives and front line employees through different means.

2.4 LDMS deployment model
In order to depict the key findings from the literature re-
view, the LDMS deployment framework was developed (see
Figure 1); it breaks down the deployment effort according
to the different decision options that were presented. The
model depicts the proposed alternative based on the litera-
ture review. It recommends starting the deployment effort
with a model cell as a proof of concept. Subsequently, an
inch-wide mile-deep approach is recommended to spread
LDMS throughout the organization. Within each area, direct-
ing change at middle managers in a middle-out approach is
recommended.

Figure 1. LDMS deployment model

3. CASE STUDIES
In order to test the validity and applicability of the proposed
deployment model, case studies of three Canadian hospitals
were conducted in 2014. All three hospitals, Hospital A,
B and C, were deploying LDMS through different means;
Toyota Kata[5] was the inspiration for one, and ThedaCare
(WI, USA) methodology for the other two hospitals. The hos-
pitals are in different stages in their Lean journeys in terms
of implemented improvement initiatives. Also, the different
provinces they represent ads another layer of variation since
administrating and delivering health care services in Canada
is a provincial responsibility. Sometimes called theoretical
sampling, these cases represent different contexts that of-
fer insights rather than comparisons.[16] An embedded case
study was conducted for each hospital; two departments were
undertaken as units of analysis. The model derived from the
literature review was used in the development of the repli-
cation logic, which ensured the same aspects of LDMS are
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examined in each case. During the data collection week for
each case, the same participants were observed and probed
at different time periods to achieve triangulation.

3.1 Research methodology
3.1.1 Observation
A total of 12 hours of observation including nine stand-up
meeting observations were conducted, each lasting roughly
30 minutes. These meetings provided the opportunity to ob-
serve the interaction between hierarchical tiers and within the
same tier at the front line level. In most cases, observation
was followed by an interview to obtain a greater depth of
understanding of the observed processes.

3.1.2 Individual interviews
A total of 25 interviews were conducted using open-ended
question-sets. In addition to front line staff members, a total
of two executives, four directors, and five middle managers
were interviewed. Although the makeup of the interviewees
differed among the three hospitals, the number of formal in-
terviews was evenly spread. These interview sessions varied
in length, ranging from 30 minutes to two hours. Short and
informal interviews were also conducted with some front
line staff members. These five minute informal interviews
were conducted during observation sessions and the ques-
tions pertained to the process being performed.

3.1.3 Documentation
A wide assortment of documents was consulted, such as pre-
sentation slides, training material, standard work documents,
as well as templates and manuals. The objective was for the
researcher to recognize the traces of the transformation, and
identify the conditions and factors that led to the outcomes
that transpired.

3.2 Findings & analysis
In order to validate the LDMS Deployment Model (see Fig-
ure 1), this section highlights the main findings from the
case studies, according to the main decision points depicted
in the model. There are two key points worth noting that
ultimately affect these findings: (1) Each organization had
a different interpretation of what LDMS’s value or role is.
The role of LDMS can be defined as the main objective
of deploying it. LDMS elements, such as visual boards and
stand-up meetings, seem to be universal. However, taking the
visual boards as an example, how these boards should look,
who is responsible for them, how they are utilized, and what
information should be posted on them differs among the orga-
nizations. The value or role each organization placed on their
respective LDMS ultimately shaped how LDMS elements
functioned separately and collectively. It also shaped how
each organization envisioned what their LDMS should look

like in the end in terms of organizational goals and culture.
(2) The perceived role and value of LDMS seemed to have
had the greatest consequence on how each organization chose
to deploy it. Organizational member’s understanding of the
significance of deploying LDMS influenced their participa-
tion in its deployment. If LDMS was perceived to be a means
to manage improvements, as it is in Hospital B, leadership
involvement is not as critical as it is in Hospital C, whose
intended role of LDMS is the enablement of organizational
transformation. On the other hand, Hospital A’s intended
LDMS role is to drive performance, making its deployment
at the front line necessary as it is at the leadership level.

3.2.1 Model cell proof of concept
All three hospitals had pilot areas, which were simply the
initial deployment areas, although Hospital B did make some
alterations to their deployment program as a result of the
feedback obtained from these pilot areas. However, since
none of the three organizations utilized a model cell in their
deployment, an analysis of the merits of having a model cell
cannot be conducted.

3.2.2 Inch-wide mile-deep deployment focus
Hospital B adopted the inch-wide mile-deep approach in
deploying all the elements of their management system as
a complete package in each department. For each depart-
ment, a 20-week programmed implementation allowed for
the comprehensive transference of knowledge, and transition
to subsequent departments. This focused approach led to
very noticeable changes at the operational level within each
department and led to a systematic and fast pace deployment.

On the other hand, Hospital C undertook a mile-wide inch-
deep approach in order to create change one hierarchical
level at a time from the top-down. They recognized the
prolonged timeframe needed to expand LDMS to include
middle managers as well, but are banking on leadership’s
ability to influence their mindset and build a culture of con-
tinuous improvement. As an outcome, leaders expressed
that they are now on board with the transformation; they
attest to its value, and some have informally extended LDMS
to middle managers. However, this executive commitment
is not necessarily translating to a culture of continuous im-
provement throughout the organization since LDMS has not
yet been introduced to the front line. It is also noteworthy
that even though the management system crosses all depart-
mental boundaries, the silo mentality was still evident as
leaders expressed that inter-department collaboration is not
transpiring.

At Hospital A, the approach can be described as a hybrid
because a mile-wide inch-deep deployment was commenced
for upper management, while an inch-wide mile-deep bet-
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ter describes how LDMS was deployed within departments.
This dual approach (breadth & depth) reaped the rewards
from both approaches; leadership commitment (from the
mile-wide inch-deep top-down approach) as well as opera-
tional improvements at the front line process level (from the
inch-wide mile-deep approach).

To further examine how each organization’s approach tallied,
Figure 2 depicts the trajectory of LDMS deployment in each
organization as a whole. The “X” marks where the organi-
zation started its LDMS deployment along the breadth vs.
depth matrix. The circles indicate where the organization,
in its entirety, was in terms of its LDMS deployment at the
time of the data collection. Reviewing each organization’s
LDMS deployment trajectory enables us to visualize how the
deployment focus decision (breadth vs. depth) shapes the
overall spread of LDMS throughout the organization.

Figure 2. LDMS deployment focus trajectories of 3
hospitals

Both Hospitals B & C adopted straightforward paths to over-
all LDMS adoption. Hospital B implemented an inch-wide
mile-deep approach in 4 areas simultaneously before moving
on to other areas. As more departments were enrolled into
the program, the number of departments multiplied. The
result is that all inpatient units have a comprehensive man-
agement system deployed in terms of breadth and depth.
Therefore, the organization as a whole is now closer to be-
ing mile-wide mile-deep. Hospital C’s opposite approach
(mile-wide inch-deep) has also led the organization towards
a mile-wide mile-deep implementation of LDMS. With the
entire leadership team on board with LDMS, the next step
would be to involve all middle managers, and from thereon,
the entire front line staff. However, since Hospital C’s mile-
wide inch-deep deployment has only been formally extended
to the executive and director levels (leadership), the hospi-
tal as a whole is moving towards the mile-wide mile-deep
deployment at a much slower rate. Therefore, the trajectory

in Figure 2 depicts the organization is heading towards a
mile-wide mile-deep deployment, but is not there yet.

Hospital A initially started its LDMS deployment at the mid-
dle manager level with an inch-wide mile-deep approach
before shifting to a mile-wide inch-deep approach at the
executive and director levels (leadership) in order to cap-
ture management commitment. This is depicted with the
considerable movement along the breadth vs. depth matrix
from a strictly inch-wide mile-deep approach to a mile-wide
inch-deep approach. Now that LDMS has been introduced
to leadership, the organization finds itself at a juncture as it
seeks to recapture an inch-wide mile-deep approach within
each department.

Building on the analysis of these trajectories, a recommenda-
tion was developed to enable organizations to draw their own
trajectory towards the ultimate goal of a deployed LDMS
that embraces every aspect of organizational culture and
activities (see Figure 2). Figure 3 depicts the suggested tra-
jectory towards that goal of full breadth and depth (mile-wide
mile-deep). While Hospital B showed tremendous ability of
progressing towards a mile-wide mile-deep deployment, it
was still missing the leadership involvement and alignment
that was captured in the other two hospitals. If leadership
involvement were to be added as a precursor, it would not
only facilitate the deployment of LDMS, but would also en-
sure its sustainability. Therefore, after a mile-wide inch-deep
deployment approach at the upper management or leadership
level, the next phase would be to transition into an inch-wide
mile-deep approach in departments that are enrolled in a
cascading fashion. The pace at which the transition from
mile-wide inch-deep to inch-wide mile-deep will ultimately
depend on various organizational-specific factors such as the
organization’s size and culture. As more of these depart-
ments are enrolled, the breadth of LDMS would be enhanced
to the point where the organization has a system that is mile-
wide mile-deep. This trajectory is showcased in Figure 3; the
sequence of phases is also included for simplicity.

3.2.3 Middle-out path of influence
Both Hospitals A and C adopted a top-down approach in
deploying LDMS. While the intended change was process
oriented at Hospital A, a strategic change was the objective at
Hospital C. In both cases, the hypothesis was that upper man-
agement would influence how their subordinates adapted to
the change of culture and strategy. As a result of this strategy,
management commitment was evident in both cases.

Hospital B utilized middle managers to spearhead the deploy-
ment of LDMS in each department. The objective was to pro-
duce operational improvement at the front line, as well as the
ensuing change in culture. However, a concern that has mate-
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rialized at Hospital B is that middle managers have a greater
influence on the front line, their subordinates, than they have
with upper management, their superiors. A culture of contin-
uous improvement was built at the front line, but alignment
with high-level organizational objectives was not achieved
because executives were not truly involved. This suggests
that targeting change at the middle management level is more
likely to yield changes from the middle-down than middle-up.
Yet, Hospitals A & C demonstrate the importance of gaining
upper management commitment and involvement in order
to enable the strategic and cultural change that LDMS needs
to thrive. The role of leadership is pronounced in so many
ways, from committing resources to changing the attitudes of
organizational members. This underlines the need to separate
the upper management from the general deployment effort;
some time needs to be dedicated to building competencies
and capabilities at the leadership level, thus enabling upper
management to undertake the responsibility of deploying
LDMS.

Figure 3. Recommended LDMS deployment trajectory

A hybrid of both top-down and middle-out approaches, while
not demonstrated in any of the cases, is recommended, as
opposed to a top-down & bottom-up hybrid, because it still
emphasizes the seminal role of middle managers; the top-
down addition only ensures that middle-managers have the
leadership commitment that they need in order to succeed.

3.3 LDMS deployment framework
Building on the LDMS Deployment Model (see Figure 1)
and the ensuing analysis from the multiple case studies, the
augmented framework was developed (see Figure 4). The
most notable change in the framework from Figure 1 is the
recommendation to adopt a mile-wide inch-deep top-down
approach at the leadership level before transitioning to an
inch-wide mile-deep middle-out approach within each de-
partment. This recommendation is in line with the analysis
and inference in Figure 3.

Figure 4. LDMS deployment framework

This transition of the focus of LDMS deployment creates
a “T” shaped model. It entails the development of broad
knowledge at the top and deep knowledge in organizational
levels within the department. Upper management forms the
bar, while middle managers and front line staff form the base
of the framework.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Ultimately, hospitals can’t improve without using better man-
agement systems.[17] Managing the Lean transformation
should not be limited to doing Lean projects.[18, 19] The man-
agement system serves to guide this Lean transformation
through continuous improvement towards improving quality
of care and patient satisfaction, and reducing costs.

The proposed “T” shaped LDMS deployment framework
focuses on how to introduce LDMS and how to manage
its spread. Based on our research, we recommend health-
care organizations to adopt a mile-wide inch-deep top-down
approach at the leadership level before transitioning to an
inch-wide mile-deep middle-out approach within each de-
partment. It is the researchers’ opinion that the deployment
of LDMS needs to be as meticulous and structured as the
design of its elements. The details of the implementation
plan will ultimately depend on the organization’s experience
with Lean.
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